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Sissel Sit Air seat cushion  
 

The use of the Sissel Sit Air combines the
desired upright posture through a seat
wedge with the dynamics of an unstable
inflatable cushion. It is a dynamic,
multifunctional seat wedge for use in
rehabilitation, at home, at work or
anywhere anatomically correct and
comfortable sitting is desired. With the
Sissel Sit Air, the user not only sits
upright, but also exercises his back and
trunk muscles almost unconsciously. The
wedge cushion is available in two different
colors. The accompanying mesh cover
allows air circulation.

 CHF 79.90  
      

      

The use of the SISSEL® SIT AIR combines the desired upright posture provided by a seat wedge with
the dynamics of an unstable inflatable cushion. It is a dynamic, multifunctional seat wedge for use in
rehabilitation, at home, at work or anywhere anatomically correct and comfortable sitting is desired. With
the SISSEL ® SIT AIR, the user not only sits upright, but also trains his back and trunk muscles almost
unconsciously.

The SISSEL ® SIT AIR offers support for many medical indications. These include the treatment, relief
and prevention of posture-related muscular imbalances and back pain, as well as balance training. The
density of the special foam provides the right balance between support and comfort.

permanent, gentle mobilization of the back and trunk muscles
the comfortable wedge cushion for active, upright sitting
foldable and reducible due to the valve, practical to take along everywhere
for long journeys in the car or airplane
material cushion core: PU foam, cover: 100% polyester
Mesh cover: 100% polyester, allows air circulation
Bottom side with anti-slip coating - prevents annoying slipping
Dimensions: approx. 34 x 37 x 4cm
Colors: blue, black
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